2001 dodge dakota rack and pinion diagram

The rack and pinion are essential components of a power steering system. The seals around the
rack and pinion are responsible for keeping the power steering fluid inside the mechanism. If
the seals begin to wear out, fluid can seep into the bellows that encompass both ends of the
rack. If the seals are not replaced, the bellows will continue to swell with fluid until they burst.
Replacing these seals is a meticulous task but costs less than completely replacing the rack
and pinion. Remove the dust cap from the pinion by unscrewing it. Remove the nut underneath
it by using a crescent wrench. The steering shaft is now exposed. Pry the off the circular dust
seal and slender open-circle snap ring with a needle-nose pliers. Separate the pinion from the
rack with the punch tool. Apply the tip of the punch to the other end of the pinion. Gently tap the
end of the punch with a hammer until the pinion slides out. Remove the seals with the pliers.
Replace the seals on the pinion using the corresponding seals from the rack and seal kit. Use
pliers, if necessary, to fit each seal securely to the shaft of the pinion. Pry the thin, open-circle
snap ring off the passenger side end of the rack. Pull the rack out from the passenger side end
of the housing using needle-nose pliers. The seal on the passenger side end of the rack will
come out with the rack. Pry the passenger side seal out with needle-nose pliers. Push the
driver's side seal out. Slide the new seals on both sides of the rack using the corresponding
seals from the rack and pinion seal kit. Use pliers if necessary so that the seals fits securely.
Insert the rack back into the housing. Apply gentle pressure so as not to damage the housing.
Place the snap ring onto the passenger side end of the rack. Insert the pinion into the housing.
Gently tap it with the punch. Place the snap ring around the exposed shaft of the pinion. Slide a
new dust seal from the kit onto the pinion, covering the snap ring. Screw the nut back onto the
shaft of the pinion with the wrench. Attach the dust cap to the end of the shaft. Bronwyn White
resides in New York and has been writing since Step 1 Remove the dust cap from the pinion by
unscrewing it. Step 2 Replace the seals on the pinion using the corresponding seals from the
rack and seal kit. Step 3 Pry the thin, open-circle snap ring off the passenger side end of the
rack. Step 4 Slide the new seals on both sides of the rack using the corresponding seals from
the rack and pinion seal kit. Step 5 Insert the rack back into the housing. Crescent wrench
Needle-nose pliers Punch tool Hammer Rack and pinon seal kit. Do not damage the interior of
the rack housing with any of the tools or the mechanism will not function. Dodge Dakota owners
have reported 46 problems related to steering rack and pinion under the steering category. The
most recently reported issues are listed below. The contact owns a Dodge Dakota. The contact
stated that the steering wheel was extremely difficult to turn. The contact replaced the power
steering pump, but the abnormal noise continued. Also, the steering wheel became tight and
was unable to turn left and right. An independent mechanic diagnosed that the rack and pinion
may need to be replaced. The vehicle was also inspected by a dealer crossroads Jeep and
Dodge in prince george, va, 1 , but the cause of the failure was not determined. The
manufacturer was notified of the failure. The vehicle was not included in NHTSA action number:
ea steering ; however, the manufacturer had two technical service bulletins. The VIN and failure
mileage were not available. See all problems of the Dodge Dakota. The steering completely
locked up and would not turn. Intermittently over the past 3 months the power steering would
suddenly stop working and the car was extremely hard to steer and control. After twice
replacing the rack and pinion and steering pump the situation seemed to improve. Then
suddenly, traveling 70 mph on the freeway, the steering jerked right and when I turned it back to
the left it completely locked up and I could not turn the wheels at all, they were locked straight
causing us to immediately cross all lanes of the freeway as the road turned forcing us to the
center divider. Rack and pinion seal busted while driving at some point resulting in loss of
power steering fluid. Was traveling down a regular road when the power steering became very
tight and then alternately a little while later became very loose causing over correction. About a
month and a half later while traveling between washington and oregon the power steering went
out completely in the vehicle. Had the pump and reservoir replaced as well as intake and
outtake lines. Problem was not solved had to then replace rack and pinion, vehicle still leaking
after this replacement as well. Vehicle has been to two different mechanics both of which
cannot determine what the problem is causing the power steering to malfunction consistently.
After replacing rack and pinion was also told that ball joints needed replacement. After miles
rack and pinion needed to be replaced that warranty does not cover, is too soon to be replacing
rack and pinion. As I start the truck, it kicks when I shift to drive and start to accelerate. I took it
to a dealer near me when there was a recall for the rack and pinion and they did not find
anything. The truck keeps doing the kick or jumps gears. Maybe the problem is in the cable or
the shifter. It keeps doing this to this day and getting worse. Now I have to move the shifter to
drive and put it back to park to start the truck. Also the ignition stays on sometimes when the
key is removed and this drains the battery. The truck seems to use way to much gas for the
driving I do. My job is less than five miles from my house and it uses a lot of gas about

Defective steering components. Vehicle shakes during braking and at highway speed. One
diagnosis stated 4 defective ball joints and upper control arms requiring replacement. Another
diagnosis by a Dodge dealer states one defective ball joint, defective rack and pinion and brake
calipers sticking. Dodge states there is not a recall on the mentioned parts for my particular
vehicle. First falure of power steering pump which was replaced now leaking at rack and pinion.
I have read so many of these same issues that I am having with my Dodge Dakota. The steering
is locking up and very hard to turn. I've taken it into a dealership 3 times now, and they have
replaced power steering pump, checked my rack and pinion, and all other options and the
problem is still occurring. Very scary. Just had a baby and don't know what to do at this point
where no one knows what the problem is. I have read up so many of these same complaints and
they are all the same as what I am experiencing. There has got to be a problem and should be
recalled. Very hard to turn wheel and go stiff loose stiff loose. Please advise. Thank you. This
has happen twice now and the truck only has 58, mi. On it. Please make Dodge recall these
trucks before someone gets killed. While driving at various speeds, the steering wheel becomes
difficult to maneuver. The contact replaced the rack and pinion himself. There have been no
other failures since the repair. The current mileage was 48, and failure mileage was 46,
Purchased Dodge ram used. At first service interval, rack and pinion boots were leaking, main
seal was shot. Also had manifold leak, along with a steering problem that causes shaking at 40
mph. Steering problem still remains, and there is a loud rattle that the dealership cannot find.
This vehicle has been a nightmare, most recently, my fuel pump decided to quit working. Also,
the interior trim, namely the hand grips on the driver and passenger door have been replaced
numerous times, due to the cheap plastic that is used as a holding ring. Do not purchase this
type of vehicle. Have had nothing but headaches with the truck, from the simple things, to the
expensive things. I had to replace the steering rack and all its components at only 54, miles on a
Dodge ram I looked into this and this is a very common thing to happen, and it should not be
happening at such low mileage, some as low as 20, miles! I think Dodge needs to look into this
and find out why it is falling apart so soon, and possibly issue a recall and a reimbursement for
those of us who already spent the to fix it!. My truck all of the sudden when driving the night
before was unable to turn to the right very difficult. No proper steering to the right. To the left it
was fine. It continued to have the problem when I tried driving again today. The vehicle is only 3
years old with just over 50, miles on it. It has been extremely well taken care of since
purchasing it from Dodge dealer last fall. This is the 2nd major repair in the last few months I
just had a rear seal or something like that replaced as well. As of right now the truck is still at
the dealership until I decide what to do. They say it is not covered under any warranties for this
issue or any recalls. It is very upsetting that this new of a vehicle have such major issues
already. For no apparent reason and without warning, the rack and pinion steering failed
causing excessive leaking of power steering fluid and failure of the power steering. The vehicle
is a Dodge ram quad cab, 4. It has come to my attention from the dealer that this is a common
problem that can happen 2, miles to , miles indicating the continued use of a defective part.
There is no after market part available due to the truck being "too new" according to the dealer.
This part failed due to a manufacturing issue and not abuse on my part. Due to this fact the part
must be replaced and not repaired. This is also a great safety issue as the power steering
leaked out without warning causing the loss of power steering. An accident could have resulted
from the loss of power steering. Tl- the contact owns a Dodge Dakota. The contact stated while
driving 65 mph, the steering wheel became difficult to turn. The vehicle was taken to the dealer
for inspection where they stated the rack and pinion needed to be replaced. The vehicle was
repaired but the failure recurred. The failure mileage was , My Dodge ram quad cab pickup has
49, miles on it. I recently brought it in to get an alignment and brakes checked, when the service
writer informed my that my rack and pinion steering was leaking. I called Dodge corporate for
out of warranty assistance, and after sitting on hold for 30 minutes, they came back to tell me
because of procedure, they will not be able to help me. I feel that a four wheel drive truck should
have it's rack and pinion last longer than 49, miles, and that Dodge should step up to the plate
and help out. Dodge obviously does not feel that way. We have had problems with loose
steering on our Dodge Dakota for approx. I went online to see if anyone else has had similar
problems with this and found out that there are literally hundreds of complaints out there for
this very problem. It appears to me that Dodge is not concerned with all these complaints but I
wanted to file mine anyway. I was told by my garage that the vehicle is safe to drive, but I read
story after story of accidents that have caused severe damage to vehicles, injury and even
death. The rack and pinion was also loose. The vehicle was taken to the dealer three separate
times for inspection and repair. The rack and pinion, front shocks and all four tires had been
changed. The problem still exist. The consumer had been in contact with the manufacturer.
While driving at highway speed steering rack and pinion failed, causing the vehicle to pull to the

left, and resulting in a collision. Consumer had the vehicle towed. Dealership will be notified.
Accident unrelated to steering problem. Was contacted by repair shop today and they state all
is repaired except the unrelated steering problem and that it is not part of accident and will be
separate cost if I want it repaired and that it is loose steering column and rack and pinion loose.
Consumer was making a right turn a loud knocking noise was heard coming from the front.
Consumer drove vehicle to the dealer, and mechanic determined that the rack and pinion,and
both front driver's side and passenger's side upper ball joints needed to be replaced. The
dealers mechanic asked if I have been hear a "clunking" sound when making sharp turns. I
advised the mechanic that this sound started happening around 30, miles but did not pay to
much attention. I asked the dealership if it was common for this to happen so prematurely. No
answer. Any recalls in the works. There seems to be may issues from others surrounding the
balljoints!!! While driving steering wheel jumped on its on. Consumer was able to maintain
control of the vehicle, and took it to the dealer for inspection. Mechanic determined that the rack
and pinion steering and upper ball joint needed to be replaced. I have 44, miles on my quad cab
Dakota 4x4 and the steering has gotten really bad. It clunks and pops on turns and bumps so
bad to the point I'm afraid to drive it. There is no reason this new of a vehicle and low mileage
should have this kind of problem. It's at the dealer now being looked over thoroughly. The
dealer just replaced the intermittent steering shaft last week. Recall campaign : the vehicle's
ball joints failed prior to recall notification 04v The vehicle' s ball joints, rack and pinion steering
and outer tire rods also had to be replaced. The consumer request reimbursement. Currently
own a Dodge ram quad cab. I have had numerous problems with my truck. I myself have also
experienced the same problems with the transmission jerking as well as the vehicle completely
shutting off when idling and not even at long periods of time. At times when putting into
reverse, the vehicle will not move at all and I have to completely shut off the truck and restart it
to get it to move. I haven't had it reported at the dealer yet because they will be unable to
duplicate. Just noticed a problem with my rear taillights. At different times, different bulbs
would seem to go out causing the "lamp out" indicator lamp to illuminate. When I went to
change the bulb myself cause bulbs are not warranty , I found that the sockets were causing the
bulb housing to melt inside the sockets as well as on the bulbs. I took it to the dealer and they
only replaced one side because the other they did not have in stock, yet they did not even
bother ordering the other side. I own a Dodge Dakota. At 27, miles, the dealership replaced all
four ball joints. They also worked on the 4 wheel drive. At 34, miles they replaced three ball
joints and worked on the 4 wheel drive. At 42, miles they replaced the rack and pinion on the
passenger side and worked on the 4 wheel drive. At 49, miles I had to replace wheel bearings in
the passenger side. Fortunately, I have not had any accidents. I have heard noises and taken it
to the dealership or my mechanic. I am very concerned about driving it. I do not feel safe driving
it anymore. I think they have some serious front end problems that they should be addressing. I
don't think I should be footing the bill for it. I am also very upset that the dealership and Dodge
have known about the problems and chose to blame them on other conditions caused by the
owner. Electrical - cannot charge a cell phone in any of the receptacles. Works in other vehicles.
Transmission - changes gears very rough, somtimes on acceleration, all the time when
decelerating. Steering - at times the steering does not want to work. Will not turn, very hard as if
no rack and pinion. Truck slides out at times during turns, steering gets pulled. Car Problems.
Other Common Steering related problems of Dodge Dakota. Problem Category Number of
Problems Steering problems Steering problems. Steering Tie Rod Assembly problems. Steering
Rack And Pinion problems. Steering Column problems. Power Steering Pump problems.
Steering Wheel problems. Hydraulic Power Assist Steering System problems. Power Steering
Fluid problems. Steering Knuckle Spindle problems. Steering Linkages problems. JOE V. I own
two dakotas. Alternative methods of locking the steering wheel for service will have to be used.
Of course, installation is the reverse of removal. Simple, eh? Slide the gear to the right side of
the vehicle. Then tilt the left end of the gear down and remove the gear. Joe V. I was able to
unbolt the rack and the 2 peices of steering shaft slid apart at the area where you will see an
expanded portion with a rubber insert in the lower half of the steering shaft, allowing me to put
the rack on the shop floor and punch out the spring pin holding the lower half of the steering
shaft, and pry it off of the spline on the input side of the rack. When you purchase your
replacement rack, inspect the spline on the input of the rack, if damaged in any way, ask for
another one. The first time I did it, I noticed that there was a flattened edge on the spline, and
within 6 months, the seal at the input shaft started to leak. So I had to do this job all over again.
Good Luck. I can tell you tomorrow which one is which - but on the new rack I'm in the middle of
swapping into the stepson's , the two ports are slightly different sizes. This may make it easier
to match up. Post a reply to this message: Username Registration: Optional All visitors are
allowed to post messages Name:. Subject: Leaking Rack And Pinion. IP: Logged Message: Hi

all. Just stumbled on to this board. I have a 4WD Shortbed Dak with the 4. And I have the
infamous dull sounding rattle in the front end. While trying to find the source of the rattle, I
found the passenger side boot of the rack starting to get covered with oil. Nothing dripping, just
the boot has oil on it. After looking through the archives, I see these trucks have not so stout
racks on them. Since it is obvious that the rack is going out, is this the source of the rattle? Or
do you think the ball joints are failing also? And what is the best way to check the ball joints?
This truck only has miles on it. But after looking at all the posts seems like Dodge would come
up with a better solution. And the warranty is up. Thanks for any and all answers. IP: Logged
Message: Can't anyone help me? Are the racks that hard to change out? IP: Logged Message:
Not really hard to change out jsut a pain. If you do get a rack then make sure its a quality one
not some chineese rip off Rob. I called Dodge and talked to the rep. He said the noises are most
likely the ball joints. Funny they know straight away what it is - they must replace thousands a
day! Good luck. IP: Logged Message: Don't think your warranty is out at 29k better check again.
So Julian, you think the ball joints are shot also? I kinda wondered what was up. Lucky me.
Have they improved the replacement parts? Or is this going to happen again? And thanks for
the replies. I still hear a vibration while on wash-boarded gravel roads, but it seems to be
coming from the column. It does seem to have cured the pop and groan from the right front and
definitely tightened up the play in the steering wheel. IP: Logged Message: Is there a good
quality after market rack to replace this with? And I like this truck too. It has plenty of
get-up-and-go. Oh, what is the best way to check the ball joints? Thanks again for the replies.
IP: Logged Message: I called Dodge the other day and they guy told me the popping noises or
what ever was most likely the ball joints. I told him that the upper one on the passanger side
was already replaced - BUT That's a whole other story. Anyway, he said to take it back and have
them the dealer inspect all the ball joints. He also said that if I was not happy with that dealer to
take it to ANY Chrysler dealer - including any jeep dealer! Someone recently told me that it
'could' be the CV joints on the front end. Sounded a little strange - but worth a look at. I am just
sick and tired of the bi-weekly visit to the dealer. I may just call the service mgr up and have him
come pick the truck up from my office! I get so discouraged with this truck that I just want to get
ride of it. I then load up my motorbike and a friends bike on the trailer hitch as well as all the
camping gear and bike gear and off we go to the woods to ride. This truck is the most useful
vehicle I have ever owned! It needs some TLC and will wax it this weekend. I think that might
help change my mind and remind me how much of a nice truck it is or at least try to tell myself
that! If only they could fix the issues. They just seem to replace the bad parts with the SAME
parts that we know go bad. Why not upgrade their parts since they know they go bad all the
time? For what it's worth - I have the 01 4. IP: Logged Message: Change the fluid in you power
steering system and drive it for a while. Doing this will help soften the seals in some cases and
the leak will go away. IP: Logged Message: To check your ball joints, uppers with vehicle sitting
normal on the ground reach in at the top of the tire with both hands and push and pull if the
uppers are loose you will see the movement in the top of the wheel. If the lowers have play in
them you will see movement in the lower part of the wheel, depending how bad they are you
might hear a clunking sound. I figured that was the rack. Oh well, thanks for the answers. Look
like I need to be on the hunt for a rack replacement. IP: Logged Message: The dealer replaced
the rack on my 01 about a year ago after I complained of oil leaking from it. After it was
replaced, I changed the engine oil and realized the old gasket from the previous change was still
on the block i. The filter is right above the rack. I don't think there was a rack problem on mine. I
didn't realize other people were having problems with the rack and was wondering why they
were so quick to change it. He used to work at the Dodge dealership, but struck out on his own.
Decisions, decisions. Seepage in Rack And Pinion. I jacked up the car and checked the rack and
there is some seepage but not alot I think the outer tierods are bad on booth sides I have alot of
movement.. I'm going to pull the tires and the rods out and look at the seals at the rack. IP:
Logged Message: Better look at those inner tie rods. I think those will go before the outer do.
Both are very easy to change out. Post a reply to this message: Username Registration:
Optional All visitors are allowed to post messages Name:. Your Account. Support Center. Select
Year. Select Make. Select Model. Select Part. Select Fitment. We ship from multiple warehouses
across the country, so you get your part as soon as possible. Free, one year or more , unlimited
mileage warranty. Covers everything; parts and shipping costs. Experts in auto parts since â€”
rated 4. The part you are searching for is not available online. Please contact us for further
information. We provide a free industry leading warranty and free shipping on most parts. If you
are having some trouble finding the right Rack And Pinion for your specific Dodge Dakota or
have any questions, please give us a call or chat with us online. Our experienced team of auto
parts specialists will find what you need and provide you the best price available for your Dodge
Dakota. We are proud to provide industry leading customer service and warranties. Our

customers love working with us and continue to show us their appreciation by leaving us
outstanding online reviews. Click here for Mobile version. Home Toggle navigation. Your
Account Support Center. We've got your back Free, one year or more , unlimited mileage
warranty. Return for any reason within 60 days for a full refund. Your part can be more easily
found using the Diff Wizard. Thank You! Secure Shopping. All rights reserved. Very easy to
navigate Found what I needed Toggle Navigation Factory Chrysler Parts. Categories About Us.
Select a Vehicle. Search Go. You can edit the name of your vehicle by clicking the pencil icon
on the right. Something went wrong. Please try again. Select Your Vehicle Below:. VIN Go. No
vehicles found. Select your vehicle below:. Your Cart. Continue Shopping View Cart. Tabbing
past or clicking of this link will close the Cart. Some restrictions apply. Home Dodge Dakota
OEM Dodge parts are manufactured by Dodge to maximize the performance of Dodge Dakota
vehicles and provide the certainty that the repair will be done right the first time. Parts that fit.
Parts that perform. Select a Dodge Dakota Driveline. We are your source for Factory Dodge
Parts. Genuine Dodge parts are the smart choice for repair, maintenance, or upgrade of your
Dodge Dakota. When you choose OEM parts for your vehicle, you're choosing to maintain the
quality and reliability of your vehicle, ensuring peak performance mile after mile. Our extensive
inventory of parts is maintained by the experienced professionals who know your vehicle best,
so you can trust that you're getting the right parts every time with Factory Chrysler Parts. As a
leading Dodge parts provider online, we set ourselves apart from the crowd with our excellent
customer service, which you can reach by phone or email. Get the right parts for the right price,
right when you want them, with our simple, graphical parts catalog and fast shipping. If you
have any questions about parts, fitment or shipping, just ask. Our experienced staff of parts
specialists is standing by to help. Exterior Accessories. Interior Accessories. Make yourself
comfortable. But as the driver, the majority of your enjoyment takes place in the interior cabin.
Factory Chrysler Parts. Average 4. Legal Policies Data Requests. Links My Information
Testimonials. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this data, we are
not responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please verify any
information in question with a sales representative. Our early Mustang Rack Kit greatly
improves the steering and handling when compared to that old steering box. This is a center
take-off style rack and pinion that utilizes an offset ball center bar which duplicates the stock
center link; this means that the rack matches the exact geometry of the original front
suspension. Effectively eliminating bump steer, and creating great handling. The rack comes
mounted to a one piece mounting bracket which replaces the tubular cross member located
directly behind the front suspension. Since the racks are center take-off style, we off set the
rack on the mounting bracket; moving the pinions closer to the driver-side frame which makes
connection of the steering linkage to a column as easy as possible. From a steering standpoint,
we found that the early Mustangs split mid and there were slight differences, so make sure you
order the correct kit! Tri-Y Headers have worked with , and engines. Other Headers may work,
but we can't guarantee an easy install. This kit requires the use of a mini starter. This kit may
require some modifications on Mustangs with Dart Heads and other Aftermarket Heads
requiring different headers. Note: Granada Spindles have been used on these cars. Please
indicate this to us with the drop down menu above, so we can swap the outer ends you will
need. On this kit we used our own build of manual rack and pinion in a center take-off style rear
steer rack. This style of rack and pinion bolts up into place where the existing steering box and
idler arm is bolted. This unit is pounds lighter than the original steering and maximizes
clearance for V-8 swaps. On a V-8 swap, we successfully used Hedman Shorty style headers.
This kit has been used on project cars that use an S frame, but the linkage back up to the
column is up to you. This kit is for 2-wheel, rear wheel drive vehicles only. Also, If you have a C
motor you will need to use Headman headers. Unisteer's kits are based off the stock
cross-member and steering linkage. This is machined so that the internal pivot points match the
dimensions of the original center link and control arms on the Camaro front end. This gives you
the steering you deserve. The racks come mounted to a simple one piece bracket that mounts
up right behind the stock cross member at the rear lower control arm bolts. Simply slide out the
original bolts and replace with the supplied longer bolts to install the rack. These kits can be
used with either the factory column or an aftermarket column, Choose whether you want a two
or three u-joint shaft kit and what column you want to mount the shaft kit to - factory, 1" DD or
1" - 48 tooth spline. If using the factory column, you will also want to purchase our Factory
Column adaptor which bolts into place on the factory column replacing the rag joint and giving
you a spline to attach a u-joint. The Power rack kits have been successfully used on cars with
small block and big block motors. Headers can present an issue with clearance for the shaft
linkage. The manual rack has enough travel that steering arms are not necessary. The Manual
rack kits have been successfully used on cars with small block and big block motors. This kit

has been successfully installed in cars with both the and motors with stock manifolds. Other
headers may work but might require modification or another u-joint in the column linkage. Note
: This kit will not work with the factory column shifter, but it will work with an aftermarket
column shifter. Click Here to Look at Product Instructions. The Unisteer kit was designed to go
on a Thunderbird with stock suspension and , , and motors. Let us know and we can modify the
kit to fit popular small block motors, like the , , and before shipping. Install was done on a
vehicle with stock exhaust manifolds. Headers may work, but might need modification. Let your
sales person know, or make the appropriate selection in the menu above to accommodate the
right small block motor or an aftermarket column. Slide the bracket up into place and install
with our longer bolts. If you do not want to deal with a power steering pump, we also have this
kit available with a manual unit. Installs on these cars have been done with stock manifolds or
Hooker Super Comp Headers. Other headers may work with modification. Tri-Y style headers do
not work. This kit works with V8 motors and floor shifters. This kit will not work with the factory
column shifter, but it will work with an aftermarket column shifter. If you have a different engine,
let us know and we will try to accommodate you with a different pump bracket. Cars with
Granada spindles will NOT work. The rack matches the stock suspension on these cars,
replacing the original center link. The kit will clear Z-Bar and 4 Speed Linkage. It will also clear
stock manifolds, or Hooker Competition Headers. Other Headers may work, but might require
modifications. Note: Some aftermarket heads may have raised exhaust floors and may change
your header height causing steering shaft interference, which may need modification. The
Cross Steer is essentially a small half rack and pinion that bolts into place exactly where the
Vega style steering box would bolt on. The system still uses a draglink between both wheels.
The Cross Steer was specifically designed for solid axle cars and trucks of this era with a mono
leaf spring suspension. Since the Cross Steer pivots only off the one side, it matches up
perfectly with the stock suspension of the solid axle Fords. Sorry, it will not work on Chevys
which had dual leaf springs. Note: You must have split wishbones at least 12 inches or hairpins
for the Cross Steer to properly work. The gear comes mounted to an angled bracket that has the
same three hole pattern for mounting the Vega box. If you are building a new vehicle, the
regular Cross Steer is the best option and you can run your steering linkage down to the gear.
We can even send you a Cross Steer with a plain steel bracket that you could weld to your
frame and paint to match. If you still have a Vega Box, check out our retrofit that has a shaft kit.
This shaft kit consists of a coupler and a shaft with a splined end which is the same size as the
Vega spline so you can reuse your existing steering linkage. The switch over can be done in
only an hour or two! This kit is for rear wheel drive vehicles only, NOT 4x4s. Installs have been
done on V-8s, so there should be room if using a 6 Cylinder. There is quite a bit of room for the
shaft support, but some headers may require modification. A two groove pulley on your water
pump is required for this kit. Note: If using drum brake spindles order kit We used a modified
traditional style GM rack and pinion for the Tri-5s. The rack is bolted to a one piece bracket
which mounts exactly where the old steering box and idler arm were mounted to the frame. The
rack is machined so it is narrower, matching the stock suspension of these cars. This kit is
designed for use on cars with small block motors with headers; Sanderson and FlowTech
headers have been successfully used. However, they do not work with a mechanical clutch, you
will need to switch to a hydraulic clutch to install these headers. Other headers may work as
well, but may require modification or a shaft kit with three u-joints. Installs on Big Block Motors
have been done, but are more difficult as it will require three u-joints, a support bearing, and
probably modification to the headers. This kit has been used for big block, as well as LS1, LSX,
and ZZ4 motors with modifications , in which the bracket is slightly different by changing the
location of the rack for more clearance for oil pans. This rack kit will also work with Mike
McGuagthy's drop spindles with slight modification to the inner ends. Please call us for more
info. The rack does have less travel than the old pitman arm, so the arms are necessary to
maintain comparable turning radius. Check out our pump options. We also have shaft kits for
small block motor cars, which consist of two joints, DD shafting, and a coupler for aftermarket
columns or a bearing to reuse the Factory Column. Note: This unit is designed for Floor Shift
vehicles. If you would like to use a column shift, you will need to upgrade the column to an Ididit
column. This is a rear steer center take-off style rack and pinion with a ball center bar that
exactly matches the center link of the stock suspension for the ''64 Fords. This is designed to
be used with Traditional FE Motors found in these cars, including the , and This kit has been
installed on vehicles with stock manifolds. Other Headers may work, but might require
modification or another u-joint in the column linkage. In these years of Chevelles, we used a
front steer center take off style rack and pinion on a one piece bracket that bolts up in the same
location as the original steering box and idler arm. This kit does clear the Z-Bar and 4 Speed
Linkage. We have installed this kit on cars with both big block and small block motors. Other

headers may work, but may need modification. The kit is set up to go on cars with either small
blocks or big blocks with long water pumps. If you have a short water pump, we can easily
accommodate, but you will need to call us, and we'll swap in the proper components. Note:
Some aftermarket cylinder heads may have a raised exhaust floor anywhere from 0. The original
Mart IV design has a deck height of 9. The 0. Mark V and Mark VI designed cars will probably
need more header modification. This kit is designed to work with Small Block engines. The
power rack and pinion is a matched GM rack manufactured to the correct dimensions. This kit
comes mounted to a one piece bracket. The Bracket mounts behind the front engine mounts slide out the original hardware and replace with the longer bolts supplied to mount up the kit.
The kits have been successfully installed on cars with stock manifolds, and Headman Headers.
Otherwise, custom headers or modification to your headers will be needed. Rear sump oil pans
and pickups must also be used so the rack will clear. The kits will work only with factory stock
floor shift columns or aftermarket floor shift columns. Each kit includes a column bracket,
firewall gasket, and column bearing, everything necessary to modify an original column.
Steering arms are included in this kit as the racks do not have the same travel as the box and
that big old pitman arm. The steering arms replace the bolt on ones on your spindles, but are
shorter than the originals giving you back the turning radius. No shaft kits are included due to
the amount of variations, but we certainly can supply you with U-joints and shafting. Note: On
some aftermarket engine blocks, the deck height may be raised by 0. This may affect your
exhaust header location. The G-body kit is a front steer rack and is bolted to a one piece bracket
that mounts to the inside of your frame rails. It utilizes the same bolt holes that your steering
box and idler arm were attached to. The kit was designed to match the stock pivot points on the
vehicle which will not only make it handle well, but also reduce bump steer. The pump with
mounting bracket for small block applications, the u-joints, steering shafts and sway bar link
kits are all there to get it done quickly and easily. This unit has fit with Hooker Competition, and
Super Competition headers. Note: On some aftermarket engine blocks, the deck height may be
raised by up to 0. Note: Some aftermarket cylinder heads may have a raised exhaust floor,
anywhere from 0. This kit works with Small Block Motor cars only. It will fit with the , , , , and W
motors. Other headers may work, but may require modification. The Cougar Rack kit eliminates
slop and greatly improves the steering and handling of your vehicle. This rack is a center
take-off style rack and pinion that utilizes an offset ball center bar which duplicates the stock
center link; this means that the rack matches the exact geometry of the original front
suspension. Since the racks are center take-off style, we offset the rack on the mounting
bracket moving the pinions closer to the driver-side frame, which makes connection of the
steering linkage to the column as easy as possible. The set up will clear 4-speed linkage, and
Z-Bar. This kit will require the use of a mini starter. This kit will work with both a big block and
small block cars, and has been successfully used with Stock Manifolds and Hooker Super
Competition Headers. The rack may require modifications on vehicles with Dart Heads, or other
Aftermarket Heads. Note: Please use the drop down menus above to help us provide the proper
components for your build. This kit is rebuilt to be better than new. This kit is also available in a
standard ratio This power rack and pinion comes with Unisteer's Limited Lifetime Warranty.
This kit has everything you need to convert from power steering to standard ratio manual
steering. Tri-Y style headers do NOT work. If your Falcon or Comet had inline 6, the spindles
have a different taper, just let us know and we can get you a different set of outers. This is a rear
steer center take-off style rack and pinion with a ball center bar that exactly matches the center
link of the stock suspension for the ''59 Fords. This kit is designed for use with Windsor Small
Block Motors, the , , and Other Headers may work, but might require modification or another
u-joint in the column linnkage. Note: If using disk brake spindles order kit Our Omni
replacement rack uses a GM rack that has been custom made to the same specifications as the
old Omni. This includes a custom mounting bracket to replicate how the original OEM Omni
mounted. The rack is rebuilt to the highest quality to be better than new. These gears come with
a black powder coated tube, making for a very nice finish. Note: There are a number of different
options regarding overall size, and tie rod threads, call us for availability at Also, The pinion
spline is different from stock. It's size is 16mm-DD, so U-Joint will be needed. This kit has
everything you need to convert from power steering to quick ratio manual steering. The Cross
Steer is essentially a small half rack and pinion that bolts into place exactly where the steering
box would bolt on. The Cross Steer was specifically designed for solid axle cars and trucks of
this era. This specific Cross Steer us very similar to our ''32 Ford Cross Steer - the gear is
essentially the same, but with a slightly slower ratio to accommodate these larger vehicles. The
biggest difference is the mounting bracket; the large mounting bracket actually bolts up in
between the frame rails on these Fords. A boxed frame will have to be opened up to
accommodate the bracket. The bracket does hang down lower, so this Cross Steer will only

work on cars with the stock axle or a 2" drop axle, it will not work with 4" drop axles. The rack
comes mounted to the bracket with drag link tube and mounting hardware. You will also need
some U-joints and a shaft to connect down to the pinion. This manual rack will handle vehicles
around lbs, check with engineering for any heavier applications. This kit was specifically
designed to fit Chevy A-Body cars. The rack matches the stock suspension on these cars
replicating the original center link. The kit clears the Z-Bar and 4 Speed Linkage. The kit has
been used on both Small Block and Big Block motor cars. Shaft kits are included in both small
block and big block kits, and require using 3 u-joints and support bearing. Pump kits are also
included; the big block motor pump kit uses a matched pump, single V-groove pulley, bracket,
and remote reservoir. The small block , motor pump kit includes a matched pump, single
V-groove pulley, bracket, and clip-on reservoir. The original Mark IV design has a deck height of
9. Mark V and Mark VI designed cars will probably need header modification. Note: This kit will
not work with the factory column shifter, but it will work with an aftermarket column shifter.
Geometrically correct - No Bump Steer! The racks come on one piece mounting brackets which
bolt on using the same factory holes for the steering box and idler arm. These kits clear the
Z-Bar and 4 Speed Linkage with no problem. The kits have worked on Small Block motor cars
with stock manifolds, short or long tube headers. Pump and Shaft Kits are not included in the
basic rack kits due to differences in the year break down for Vettes. We do recommend trying
our pump and shaft kit, but that is up to you. Our kit is designed to fit in your stock Ford. It uses
a one piece folded steel bracket that bolts in place where your idler arm and steering box used
to be. It follows the same pivot points as your stock geometry therefor eliminating bump steer.
The headers provided in the kit must be used in your install. There isn't any loss in the factory
turning radius. Note: Granada spindles have been used on this vehicle from time to time. If you
have these, let us know with the drop down menu above so we can swap out the proper outer
ends. Does not work with Automatic Columns. This is a rear steer center take-off style rack and
pinion with a ball center bar that exactly matches the center link of the stock suspension for the
''67 Ford Galaxie Note: Granada Spindles have been used on these vehicles from time to time. If
you have these, let us know in the drop down menu above, so we can swap out the correct
outer ends. The rack is mounted to a one piece mounting bracket that bolts into the same
factory holes for the steering box and idler arm. If your vehicle had factory power steering, you
will need to use our stabilizer bar mounts which are included in place of the factory mounts. Our
kit probably will not work with aftermarket suspension that change the original suspension, but
give us a call! This kit works on most small block engine applications with short water pumps.
Installs have been done successfully using Hooker Long Tube Headers. The kits are complete
with a shaft kit which includes two u-joints and shafting as well as a pump kit with a pump
matched to the gear, clip on reservoir, and Single V-Groove Pulley. Serpentine Pulleys are also
available. Pump kits for Long Water Pumps are also available. For this Pontiac kit we used a
front steer, center take-off style rack and pinion made to match the original center-link of these
cars. The rack and pinion match the stock front suspension for great handling, responsiveness,
and no bump steer! The rack comes mounted to a one piece bracket which bolts up to the same
factory holes on the frame that held the steering box and idler arm. We did our first install on a ,
and we used Dynomax Headers Their Part Other headers may work, but might require
modifications. This kit is also available in a quick ratio This kit works on most big block engine
applications with short water pumps. When we say a stock steering system at Unisteer, we
mean more than that. You can buy them stock right from the shelf, or you can let Unisteer craft
a custom length rear steer rack to your design. Rear steer Right or Left hand drive, Unisteer can
work with it all. Fill out a design form and send it in for approval. Our racks come with
Unisteer's Limited Lifetime Warranty. Note: Keep in mind that there are limitations with the sizes
of the rack and pinions. Also, know that it can take up to 8 weeks to produce a custom rack and
pinion. This kit is brand new, not rebuilt and looks sharp with a chromed center tube and
burnished sides. They come in two different sizes and inner end combinations to fit a variety of
different applications. These gears come with a chrome tube and burnished aluminum housing,
making for a very nice finish. Note: For those enthusiasts who have unique applications for an
Omni rack, Unisteer can customize an Omni for you. Just call us at This kit is brand new, not
rebuilt and offer shorter pinions for more clearance combinations to fit a variety of different
engines. The manual version is Unisteer's own, manufactured to the correct dimensions. The
rack is mounted to a one piece bracket that mounts to the stock motor mounts. The kit does
clear the z-bar and 4 speed linkage. This kit works on Small Block motor cars with stock
manifolds or Shorty headers. Everything that you need is included minus the Ididit column. The
shaft kits use three u-joints and a support bearing. This connects up with a new Ididit retrofit
column. You must use the column to use this kit! Floor Bracket and Gasket are included. Note:
An Ididit retrofit Column is needed for this kit to work. If you don't have one please order kit A

pump kit with bracket to mount to the block is included which comes with a remote reservoir,
single V-groove pulley and lines. This kit is specific to Fairlanes only, not for other model Fords
of the same year. This kit works with Small Block Motors only. Two sets of outers are included
to match either sized taper found on the steering arms of these cars. Click Here to View
Installation Instructions. This is machined so that the internal pivot points match the dimentions
of the original center link and control arms on the Camaro front end. The mounting bracket
consists of a one piece bracket that spans the frame rail plus an adaptor plate for the passenger
side frame rail that uses the same steel rod mount that the factory used for the idler arm. Check
out our instructions for pictures! This kit will fit with Small Block motor applications with stock
manifolds or Hooker Long Tube headers. Other headers may work with modification or an extra
u-joint. The kit does clear the Z-Bar and 4 Speed Linkage. This kit has not worked in Big Block
applications. Click here to view installation instructions. The headers will provide an obstical
and will most likely need to be modified. The one piece bracket replaces the stock tube cross
member between the two frame rails; stronger and stiffer than the original. This kit works on
Mavericks with small block motors. Other headers may work, but might need modification. Use
of mini starter is required with this kit. Close menu. Home Product Search. Apparel and
Accessories. Battery Switch Accessories. Electric Power Steering. Electric Power Steering
Columns. Exhaust Headers. Replacement Parts. Service Parts. Steering Shaft Kits. Vehicle
Search. Comet Cougar. Submit A Support Ticket. Become A Dealer. Call: Email: sales unisteer.
Log in. Close cart. Call: Email: sales unisteer. Instagram Facebook YouTube Twitter. Year Quick
view. Close esc. Note: Pump does not work with stock air conditioning. Note: This kit will also
bolt into a big block El Camino. Nore: This kit will not work with 68'' Big Block applications. If
you do not wish to purchase the kit without headers, please purchase kit Note: This kit will also
bolt into a small block El Camino. Note: Kit can be adapted to fit your needs by selecting the
pulley option above. Previous Next. Cick here to look at ididit Chevelle Columns. Outer End
Threads:. Need to contact us? Please reach us via e-mail. Unfortunately, the pandemic crisis
struck during the same time as our expansion to a second warehouse distribution facility in El
Paso, Texas. While this new , square foot facility will now give us the ability to serve even more
customers with the free and fast delivery that we're known for, it's launch has not been without
challenges. As a result, some customer orders have failed to meet the on-time shipment by
which we are known. Please know that our entire team is focused on correcting affected orders,
supporting incoming inquiries and communications, and serving our valued customers. As an
organization, we have immediately implemented the following policies. These recommendations
may change as information becomes available from the CDC as well as state and local
agencies:. As we continue to monitor the latest updates and information about the global COVID
outbreak, we are taking additional measures to ensure we safeguard the health of our
employees and preserve our ability to operate. Over the past several weeks, we have been
taking actions to help prevent infections at our sites and we are being proactive in our
approaches to ensure business continuity. The entire global supply chain has been impacted
due to the COVID outbreak, which has led to disruption in shipping that are beyond our control.
We advise customers to be aware that while we remain committed to the fastest fulfillment and
shipping in the market, there are factors that are beyond our control. We will keep you as
informed as we are able. We realize this situation remains very dynamic. We will continue to
provide updates as we learn more. We remain committed to providing the superior service and
support that our customers have come to expect of our company throughout this situation. Try
out the new my garage feature. Find the parts you need faster by saving your vehicles to your
garage. Access your garage now: Log In. Add Vehicle to My Garage. Search Reset. These
recommendations may change as information becomes available from the CDC as well as state
and local agencies: The safety of our employees, stakeholders, and community is of the utmost
importance. We will therefore be closely monitoring the guidance of the CDC and other national
agencies as well as state and local government. As a critical infrastructure business, we will
work to ensure the continuance of our business to serve our customers. We expect unavoidable
delays to delivery caused by disruptions to the supply chain as well as our delivery vendors.
For our part, we will work to mitigate those delays. Our team will be practicing social distancing
and other strategies to reduce the likelihood of spreading the disease. We will continually
monitor the situation and provide information as it becomes available. New Feature: My Garage.
All parts have a year warranty. Largest Auto Supplier in the Midwest. Ball Joints. Brake Kits.
Ceramic Brake Pads. Ceramic Brake Shoes. Complete Struts. Control Arms. CV Axles. Drive
Shafts. Sway Bar Links. Shock Absorbers. Tie Rods. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the
latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Dodge Dakota Steering Rack. Select your
vehicle year. Refine by:. Steering Rack part. Shop Dodge Dakota Steering Rack. Showing 1 - 8 of

8 result
fuse box ford 1995 econoline van 150
chrysler 200 maintenance manual
fuel pump 2006 jeep liberty
s. Sort by:. Part Number: A Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart.
Product Details Notes : 50 in. Rack Length; 2. Thread Length; 1. Diameter Input Shaft; M18 x 1.
Product Details Notes : Rack Length; 3 in. Thread Length; 2. Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 8 of 8
results. Oct 02, Works great. Steers a lot better. Floyd Quivers. Purchased on Sep 18, Jun 24,
Steering rack. The steering rack is working like new. My Durango steering is so smooth after
putting on the new steering rack. The part fit perfectly. Thanks for a great product. Purchased
on Jun 09, Jun 02, Rack pinion. Great part. Michael Hoffmaster. Purchased on May 18, Show
More. Helpful Automotive Resources. A malfunctioning rack can cause your steering to either
be loose or tight. On the other hand, the steering column tends to be loose when your wheels.
Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy
Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

